Economist Jason Furman, chair of the Council of Economic Advisers under Barack Obama and now a professor at Harvard, recommends books to better understand market competition. Jonathan Portes recommends the best things to read on Brexit. Read. The world economy or the global economy is the economy of all humans of the world, referring to the global economic system which includes all economic activities which are conducted both within and between nations, including production, consumption, economic management, work in general, exchange of financial values and trade of goods and services. In some contexts, the two terms are distinct "international" or "global economy" being measured separately and distinguished from national economies while Economics books seek to help you better understand how the economy works. We researched the best options, including books for beginners to books on capitalism. When you're tuned in to what drives economic trends and cycles that gives you a framework for making investment or portfolio decisions. For instance, you may be better positioned to buy or sell stocks if you're able to recognize the signs of an impending economic downturn or the upward momentum that characterizes the coming of a bull market. Fortunately, you don't need to earn a degree in economics to gain that type of knowledge. Dive deeper into the world of economics with these books.